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EDITORIAL

The 1964 HUTS Track and Field Meeting must rank as the most successful
and the most' satisfying of the five so far held.
The first meeting in i960 was the coldest and 1962 the wettest, but
this year we were blessed v/ith ideal outdoor athletics conditions.

The

sun. shone and the winter bleakness, v/ith v/hich we are usually accustomed,
stayed well away.
It was the second year that the meeting incorporated the A.A.A. Ten
Miles Championship and, as you all know, we were further blessed with one

world record and four world best performances (at distances not recognised
by the IMF) .
It is rare indeed for a Briton to witness

country by one of his own kind.

a world record in his own

When it does happen, it warms the heart,

stirs the spine and stimulates the brain of any track nut - but if it
happens five times at your own meeting, it is surely tantamount to the
ultimate in track and field history.
On Saturday April 11th, we achieved, in this writer's opinion, the
ultimate in track and field history.

The efforts of Colin Young, our member for Dagenham West and the
Walking Huts, must not go by without mention.
If Mel Batty lost half

a stone during those ton long miles, Colin (his coach) must have shed
double

that

amount.

Fever have I seen a coach use so much physical energy to such good
advantage as Colin did during that epic 47 minutes 26.8 seconds.
Well
done, Colin.
Let's h^pe your v/alking goes as well as Mel's running then you may both be in Tokyo as competitors.
"The Book", as ou? annual publication is better known, has been
published.
This year it is bigger than ever, v/ith 148 pages packed
full

of athletic

data.

This publication is a 'must' for anyone connected with the sport,
and it is earnestly hoped that every member will do his utmost to sell
as many copies as possible.
It is these extra sales by members, which
help to boost the overall sales, and, at the same time, gain new
customers who may not have previously heard of "The Book"'.

I recently received a letter from Reg Hook (Brighton A.C. and Sussex

County A.A.A.), who noted Pat Mackenzie's comments on having three HUTS
as members of Brighton A.C.

Reg adds:

"Further to Pat Mackenzie's claim for a record, both

Roy Taylor's wife (Jcyce) and mine (Pat) are expecting babies later in
the year, but what is Pat doing about keeping his end up?"
Any comment from the Editor on this subject would be superfluous!
Another member wrote to me recently and that was our friend Richard

Szreter.

Richard combines his activities in the HUTS with the ATFS,

and in such he is renowned for his knowledge of Polish athletics.
His letter began:
"Stung into activity by your remarks in the last

issue of Hits Hotes (how's that for a non-Freudian slip?) about silence
of all provincial members, I submit a little Olympic Quiz."
This quiz is featured on another page of this edition.

Richard

continues to say:
"I like the Hotes in general, and am highly impressed
by the list of HUTS records - the 'Woman' list, though, is as much"a
tribute to Maeve's versatility as to the lack of interest (if you take
it on yourself as Editor to change 'lack of interest' to 'disinterest',

I'll shoot you) in T & F stats on the part of the fair sex.
record I might conceivably claim is for the youngest-ever nut

The only
: got

bitten by the bug at the age of seven, after seeing in some illustrated

weekly a photo of Kucharski (Pol.) narrowly beating Hy (Sw.) in Stockholm

in 1:51.6 (both, I imagine made the world's top ten for '35J

• that was

on 24. 7. 35 and I was not eight until 2. 8. 35."

For fear of getting murdered by Richard's pistol, I printed his
paragraph in full.
I'll say one thing though:
As far as the male
members of the HUTS are concerned, there is no lack of interest or
disinterest in female stats 1

